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Counter bribery, mitigate your risks,
					
strengthen your company

Protect

your company now

Bribery: a risk companies cannot afford to ignore
High-profile corporate scandals in recent years have made companies

A unique expert solution

increasingly aware that corrupt practices pose serious and costly risks to

Enablon and Transparency International

their reputations, market value, and overall operations.

have joined forces to create a unique

Furthermore, stringent new anti-bribery laws and growing public

software solution to help companies

expectation of accountability and probity are putting increasing pressure

manage the risk of bribery.

on companies to operate in accordance with higher ethical standards.

Find out before it’s too late
Enablon ABS enables you to assess
your company’s anti-bribery programs
and highlights critical areas for
improvement.
Safeguard your reputation
Preventive action plans allow you to

Anti-bribery management: a key instrument to
enhance company performance
Companies that set up an anti-bribery program can manage risks more
effectively and improve their operational efficiency.
The first step is to translate values and policies that underpin an antibribery program into operational objectives and measurable indicators.

take the necessary remedial actions.

This will allow companies to embed their anti-bribery program into core

When the time comes, you’ll be ready.

operations, share best practices, and track progress towards real results
for countering bribery.

Get information you can trust
The system provides you with tailored
information you need - when you need it.
Embed your policies

Transparency International and Enablon combine their
expertise to provide an anti-bribery software solution
Transparency International, the global coalition against corruption, and

Add your own codes and indicators - the

Enablon, the world’s leading corporate responsibility software provider

solution adapts easily to your company’s

have joined forces to produce Enablon ABS, a solution dedicated to the

specific processes, frameworks, and

assessment and improvement of corporate anti-bribery systems.

stakeholders’ expectations.

Enablon ABS is designed for use by those responsible for anti-bribery

Use a secure architecture
This web-based solution guarantees
exceptional security safeguards.

programs such as ethics or compliance officers, legal counsels or internal
auditors.
Enablon provides the robust and secure technological platform already
used by over 100 leading global companies for non-financial reporting and
management, while Transparency International contributes its in-depth
expertise in anti-bribery programs.
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Enablon Anti-Bribery System
A unique business-oriented solution designed to
enable effective anti-bribery programs
Choose your version

Learn from the experts

The systematic management of anti-

Based on the Business Principles for

bribery policies and programs is an

Countering Bribery, developed by

emerging practice in many companies.

Transparency International with the

To accommodate different levels of

cooperation of global companies and

awareness and practice, there are two

other stakeholders, Enablon ABS

companies fail to

versions of Enablon ABS: a diagnostic

incorporates good practice for countering

implement their

version, Enablon ABS Corporate, and a

bribery, including the experience

global management version, Enablon

gained from field tests, workshops and

ABS Enterprise.

discussions with leading companies.

“ There is substantial
evidence that many

anti-bribery policies
adequately. Enablon
ABS is a vital tool for

Enablon ABS users will benefit from the

Assess your situation

built-in feedback of the world’s foremost

Enablon ABS offers diagnostic functions

experts on anti-bribery management.

that enable users to identify risks and

companies wishing to

areas for improvement. It offers potential

Enhance your compliance

solutions by providing access to expert

Enablon ABS Enterprise is a flexible

assess the adequacy

knowledge and assists companies in

solution: you can incorporate your

of their anti-bribery

strengthening their anti-bribery systems.

company’s own indicators and benchmark

Enablon ABS provides a foundation

your company against different anti-

for internal and external reporting and

bribery codes.

assurance.

Content will be integrated and updated

systems and provides
a strong foundation
for continuous

”

improvement.

Improve your controls

regularly to reflect the rapid evolution of
the anti-bribery environment.

The advanced version, Enablon ABS

Enablon ABS Enterprise allows you to add

Enterprise, allows you to assess your

your own codes and principles, making

anti-bribery system not only at corporate

it an all-in-one compliance platform for

level but also across your subsidiaries

your company.

Jermyn Brooks,

and business units. Based on the

Director,

diagnosis of your business units, you

Private Sector Programs,

can define and monitor action plans to

Transparency International

improve anti-bribery systems of the

integrated document database which

relevant units. This will also enable you

enables users to easily upload key

to continuously upgrade your company’s

anti-bribery documents, store company

level of readiness and the effectiveness

documents and share policies, guidelines,

of its anti-bribery system.

and best practices.

Share best practices
Enablon ABS Enterprise includes an
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